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Introduction

• Thank you for purchasing the Novra IPE-410C IP Encapsulator. 
• This training guide is intended to provide you the novice user with the basic• This training guide is intended to provide you, the novice user, with the basic 

understanding and instructions needed to get the IPE-410C up and running.  We 
will therefore do the following: 

– Review how to connect and power up the IPE, 
– Briefly review of the 3-tier Quality of Service (QoS) and how they impact y y ( ) y p

configuring the IPE
– Review the different variable bit rate services
– Provide graphical step-by-step instruction on how to:

• Configure data PID’s and routes in the IPE
C fi ASI i t lti l ith PID i• Configure ASI input re-multiplexer with PID re-mapping

• Configure automatic SI table generation
• Configure the IPE Control Panel to enable viewing of the traffic statistics.

• This guide is targeted to the use of the IPE-410C and is a supplement to the 
IPE-400 User’s Operating Manual, which contains detailed information on all the p g ,
possible IPE settings.

• If you need further support on this product, please contact Novra’s support 
services at: support@novra.com 
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Starting Your New IPE

• Please read Chapter 2 of your Owners Manual for information on Installing your IPE.  
• IPE Connections:• IPE Connections:

– Power: Connect the power cord to the power receptacle on the back of the IPE
– Ethernet: The IPE-410C has a separate Management Interface (192.168.3.4) and Data Interface 

(192.168.2.4).   Connect the data source to the data interface (labeled “Data” on back of unit).  If 
using a remote management station, connect this to the Management Interface (labeled “Mgmt” 
on back of unit) 

– Operator Interface: There are 2 ways of connecting the operator interface to the IPE.  
• The simplest method is to connect a keyboard and mouse (using the enclosed y-adapter) to the 

“Kbd/Mouse” connector and connect the monitor to the “Video” connector  on the back of the unit, or
• For remote configuration, connect the management station (Windows 2000 or XP) to the management g g ( ) g

interface on the IPE (Note: they must be on the same subnet).  On the IPE configuration CD, you will find 2 
programs: Transport Stream Manager, and IPE Control Panel. Using the CD, install these two 
applications, following the installation instructions.  Once installed the IPE can be configured from the 
remote station.

– ASI Output: The IPE output is an MPEG-2 ASI stream.  Connect either “ASI 1” or “ASI 2” on the 
back of the unit to the your network modulator or re multiplexer using a BNC cableback of the unit to the your network modulator or re-multiplexer using a BNC cable. 

– ASI Input: If the optional ASI input is used, connect the input ASI stream to the connector labeled 
“ASI Input” on the back of the unit using a BNC connector

10
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Starting Your New IPE

• Once you have completed the cable connections, press the power switch (located on the back of 
the unit near the power cable receptacle on some models)the unit near the power cable receptacle on some models).  

• Note: you may also need to press the power rocker switch on the front panel.
• The unit will power up (showing the XP embedded startup screen).  Wait a minute or so for the 

Novra desktop to appear (assuming of course you are using a keyboard/mouse/monitor 
connected to the unit). The username should be: “IPEAdmin” and the password should be blank

• Two configuration programs will be available from the desktop: Transport Stream Manager and 
IPE Control Panel.   If you are using a remote management station, these programs will need to 
be installed on that station (and will be accessible from C:\Program Files\Novra Technologies) .

– Transport Stream Manager: Enables the operator to configure the IPE bit 
TSManage e e

p g p g
rate services such as PID’s and routes

– IPE Control Panel: Enables the operator to configure unit-level or box-level 
parameters such as redundancy, RIP settings, and display of traffic statistics IPE Control

Panel.exe

TSManager.exe

• As mentioned earlier, the Traffic IP address is 192.168.2.4.  It may be necessary to change this 
to match your network architecture. For this you will need to directly connect your keyboard, 
monitor and mouse.  Then use the XP commands to change the IP address of the Management 
NIC (Mgmt) and/or the Traffic NIC (data). This is done by following: Start  Control Panel 
Network Interfaces Properties Select the NIC Select Internet Properties TCP/IP

Novra Proprietary Information
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Configuring your IPE – Understanding the QoS

• Congratulations, you’re ready to start configuring your IPE.  
Before getting down to actually configuring the box, I’d like toBefore getting down to actually configuring the box, I d like to 
give you a bit of information on how the bitrate services work 
with this unit.

• In general, the IPE’s job is pretty simple: take in a IP dataIn general, the IPE s job is pretty simple: take in a IP data 
stream destined for a particular MAC and IP Address.  Convert 
that data stream to an MPEG Transport Stream and tie the IP 
address/MAC to a Program Identifier (PID).  So from an 
operator perspective, we want to assign a particular MAC/IP 
address to a MPEG PID value and have the IPE do the rest.

• Now, the IPE-410C supports 3 levels of Quality of Service 
(QoS).  As an operator, you will be able to assign your MAC/IP 
Address to a PID, but you can also take advantage of the traffic 
shaping, or choose to ignore it – the decision is yours.  
H h ld h f d l d di f h
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However, you should have a fundamental understanding of how 
it works so that you understand the IPE configuration hierarchy.
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Configuring your IPE – Understanding the QoS

• As mentioned, there are 3 QoS levels.  The configuration of 
the IPE matches these levels They are:the IPE matches these levels.  They are:
– Transport Stream(s): This is the top level. This defines 

the IPE Multiplexer aggregate output bitrate.  Although p gg g p g
multiple Transport Streams may be defined, the IPE will 
only operate on 1 at a time

• Traffic Profile(s): Traffic Profiles represent a group or bundle of• Traffic Profile(s): Traffic Profiles represent a group or bundle of 
PID services.  Using Traffic Profiles, the operator can group like 
minded PID’s together (for example, all PID’s assigned to one  
customer). In simple cases, only 1 Traffic Profile may be usedcustomer).  In simple cases, only 1 Traffic Profile may be used

– PID(s): The classic definition of PID’s.  You can create any 
number of PID’s per Traffic Profile, although the same PID 
cannot be assigned to multiple Traffic Profiles.

Novra Proprietary Information

cannot be assigned to multiple Traffic Profiles.
» Routes are used to assign a MAC/IP address combination to a 

given PID.  Each PID supports an unlimited number of Routes.
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Configuring your IPE – Understanding the QoS

• In General, to configure your IPE, then, you would configure:
– a Transport Stream,
– then a Traffic Profile under that Transport stream,
– then the PID under that Traffic 

Profile and finallyProfile and finally 
– a Route under the PID.  

• The Transport Stream 
Manager is designed to 

bl th O t tenable the Operator to 
configure each level and 
show, in a hierarchy, the 
relationships at each level.  
Thi i ill t t d i thThis is illustrated in the 
Managing Transport 
Streams pane (top screen) 
of the Transport Stream 
M
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Configuring your IPE – Understanding the QoS

• Before getting to the IPE configuration, we need to first understand how the variable bit 
rate services are defined in the IPE-410C.  
Th i t f i bl bit t i i d i ATM lik i th t• The assignment of variable bit rate services is done using ATM-like services that can 
be applied to PIDs or Traffic Profiles.  Three such services are available.  These are 
described briefly below:

– Constant Bit Rate Services (CBR): This is a fixed bit rate services that enables the 
operator to set a guaranteed bit rate for a PID or Traffic Profileoperator to set a guaranteed bit rate for a PID or Traffic Profile.  

• For example, a PID may be assigned a 1 Mbps guaranteed bit rate. 
– Variable Bit Rate Services (VBR): This is a variable rate service that enables the 

operator to define a guaranteed and peak bit rate for a PID or Traffic Profile.  
• For example a Traffic Profile may be assigned a guaranteed bit rate of 1 Mbps with a• For example, a Traffic Profile may be assigned a guaranteed bit rate of 1 Mbps with a 

peak (or burst) bit rate of 2 Mbps.  This enables bandwidth to be shared between PID’s 
and/or Traffic Profiles.

– Unspecified Bit Rate Service (UBR): This is a variable bit rate service enables the 
operator to define a peak bit rate for a PID or Traffic Profile.  This service is 
generally thought of as a “Best Effort” type of service since no guaranteed bit rate 
is provided.  

• For example, a Traffic Profile may be assigned a peak bit rate of 2 Mbps.
• So, when we are assigning bit rates to our Traffic Profiles and PID’s, we must decide if 

th t b CBR VBR UBR d di h th t ffi i t b h d Al
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they are to be CBR, VBR, or UBR, depending on how the traffic is to be shaped.  Also 
note that other traffic services are available on the IPE-410C, but are beyond the scope 
of this guide.  Information on these may be found in the manual.
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Configuring your IPE – Understanding the QoS

• Finally on the QoS some further notes:• Finally on the QoS, some further notes:
– When configuring VBR or UBR PID’s, the peak bit rate will default to the 

value defined by the Traffic Profile
– In defining guaranteed bit rates, it is not possible for the sum of the PIDIn defining guaranteed bit rates, it is not possible for the sum of the PID 

guaranteed bit rates to exceed the guaranteed bit rate assigned to the 
Traffic Profile AND it is not possible for the sum of the Traffic Profile 
guaranteed bit rates to exceed the multiplexer aggregate output bit rate 
(d fi d i th T t St ) Thi i t i d d t(defined in the Transport Steam) .  This requirement is needed to ensure 
that the guaranteed bit rate is always available. 
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Configuring your IPE

• OK, we have the IPE powered up, we understand how the hierarchal QoS  is 
t t d d th t t d fi h i t h th t ffi Sstructured, and that we must define how we are going to shape the traffic.  So now 

let’s try a configuration…..
• Double click the TS Manager Icon and bring up the Transport Stream Manager.  

When started, you will see a split screen user interface. TSManager.exe

– The top portion of the screen (Managing Transport Streams) enable 
configuration of the Transport Streams, Traffic Profiles, PID’s and Routes.  

– The bottom screen (Target Agent) enables the operator to apply the
configuration changes to the IPE Note: Inconfiguration changes to the IPE.  Note: In 
cases where multiple IPE’s are being used, 
they will all be shown in the bottom screen.

• Move the cursor over the “Local Uplink Facility
(0 Transport Streams)” and right click to open(0 Transport Streams)  and right click to open
the sub menu.

• Click “Add New Transport Streams…”
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Configuring your IPE – Transport Streams

• This will bring up the Transport Stream Properties Screen
• Enter the following values:Enter the following values:

– Description:  TS 1, 
– Bitrate (Bps): 48,382,353, 
– Transmission Standard: DVB-S 

• Click OK
N t• Notes: 

– It is a good idea 
to set the bitrate to the 
same value as the data 
rate setting in the modulator.
In this case we have used
the value corresponding tothe value corresponding to
30 Msps at 7/8 encoding rate

– Configuration of other 
parameters such as Service 
Information or Transmission 
Mode  are beyond the scope 
of this guide and are coveredg
in the Manual

– To edit the Transport Stream, 
use the cursor to highlight 
the Transport Stream and 
double click to bring up 
the Transport Stream 
Properties screen

Novra Proprietary Information
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Configuring your IPE – Traffic Profiles

• Now that we have created the Transport 
Steam, let’s create the Traffic Profile:,

– Move the cursor over the “Transport 
Stream 1 – TS 1 (0 Traffic Profiles)” 
and right click to open the sub
menu.

– Click “Add New Traffic Profile…”

• When Traffic Profile Properties
window comes up enterwindow comes up enter 

– Profile Number: “1” 
– Description: “TP-1”

• Next click the Type down arrow to
bring up the full list of Traffic Profile 
Types Select VBR to set up theTypes.  Select VBR to set up the 
VBR Traffic Profile settings (see next 
page)

• Notes:
– The available mux bandwidth is 

displayed at the bottom of the 
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Configuring your IPE – Traffic Profiles

• To complete the VBR 
settings enter:settings, enter:

– Guaranteed Bitrate 
(bps): “2,000,000” 

– Peak Bitrate (bps): 
“5 000 000”5,000,000

• Select OK.  This will add the
VBR Traffic Profile to the 
Transport Stream
Configuration ManagerConfiguration Manager

• Notes:
– To edit the Traffic Profile, 

use the cursor to highlight 
the Traffic Profile and 
double click to bring up 
the Traffic Profile 
Properties screen

Novra Proprietary Information
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Configuring your IPE – PID’s

• Move the cursor over the newly created 
“Shared PID Bundle (VBR) – TP 1(0 ( ) (
PID’s)” and right click to open the sub 
menu.

• Click “Add New PID…”

• When PID Properties window comes up 
enterenter

– “1001” for the PID Number:
– “P 1” for Description:
– Select “CBR – Constant Bitrate

in the PID Type: drop down window
This will bring up Guaranteed– This will bring up Guaranteed
Bitrate pane, enter “1,000,000” here

– Select OK. This will add the CBR 
PID to the Traffic Profile

• Notes:
The Traffic Profile information is
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– The Traffic Profile information is 
displayed on the right-hand side of 
the screen lets the operator know 
the available guaranteed bandwidth.
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Configuring your IPE – PID’s

• Add another PID by repeating this 
procedure Set the PID parametersprocedure.  Set the PID parameters 
as follows:

– “1002” for the PID Number:
– “P 2” for Description:

S l t “CBR C t t Bit t– Select “CBR – Constant Bitrate
in the PID Type: drop down 
window

– This will bring up Guaranteed
Bitrate pane enter “1 000 000”Bitrate pane, enter 1,000,000  
here

– Select OK. This will add the 
CBR PID to the Traffic Profile

• Our Transport Stream Configuration• Our Transport Stream Configuration 
should now look as displayed.  

• Our last configuration step is to add 
the IP Address and MAC to the PID 
by Route command….

Novra Proprietary Information

by Route command….
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Configuring your IPE – Routes

• Move the cursor over the “PID 1001 – P1 (0 
Routes)  and right click to open the sub menu.

• Click “Add New Route ”Click Add New Route…

• When Route Properties window comes up enter
– “192.168.0.26” for the IP Address 

(normally you would enter you destination 
IP address here):

– “255.255.255.255” for NetMask (normally 
you would enter your destination IP subnet 
mask here:

– “11-22-33-44-55-66” for the Receiver DVB 
MAC Address (normally you would input 
the actual receiver MAC address here):the actual receiver MAC address here): 

– “R 1” for the Description:
– Select OK. This will add the route to the 

PID
• Notes:

– It is possible to limit the peak bit rate forIt is possible to limit the peak bit rate for 
each individual route.  To do this requires 
the operator to fill in the Peak Bitrate 
(Bps): field and the Max Burst (bytes): 
field.  The Max burst field defines the 
maximum burst size for that Route This 
value may need to be adjusted to optimize

Novra Proprietary Information
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Configuring your IPE – Routes

• Add another route to PID 1001 by 
repeating this procedure Set the routerepeating this procedure.  Set the route 
parameters as follows:

– “192.168.0.27” for the IP Address:
– “255.255.255.255” for NetMask:

“11 22 33 44 55 67” f th– “11-22-33-44-55-67” for the 
Receiver DVB MAC Address: 

– “R 2” for the Description: 
• Add another route to PID 1002 by 

ti thi d S t th trepeating this procedure.  Set the route 
parameters as follows:

– “192.168.0.28” for the IP Address:
– “255.255.255.255” for NetMask:
– “11-22-33-44-55-68” for the 

Receiver DVB MAC Address: 
– “R 3” for the Description:

• Our Transport Stream configuration 

Novra Proprietary Information
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Configuring Your IPE – Applying the Config

• Great, we have created or IPE configuration comprised of 2 PID’s and 3 Routes.   We can review the 
bandwidth allocation by going back to the Traffic Profile screen (double click TP 1 on the mainbandwidth allocation by going back to the Traffic Profile screen (double click TP 1 on the main 
configuration screen in Transport Stream Manager).  Here we see we have a VBR PID bundle
(or Traffic Profile) with
a guaranteed bitrate of
2 Mbps and a peak bit
rate of 5 Mbps.  We have
assigned 2 PID’s, each
with a guaranteed bit
rate of 1 Mbps, leaving 
us no available bitrateus no available bitrate 
remaining for this Traffic
Profile.

• On the Transport Stream
we have used up 2 of our
available 48,382,353 bps

Now that we have 
successfully created our 
IPE configuration we need

Novra Proprietary Information

IPE configuration, we need
to apply it.
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Configuring Your IPE – Applying the Config

• As mentioned, we have created our IPE configuration comprised of 2 
PID’s and 3 Routes We will now use the Target Agent screen in thePID s and 3 Routes.  We will now use the Target Agent screen in the 
Transport Stream Manager to apply this setting to the IPE.  

• First highlight our IPE (IPE-4) by moving the cursor over status line in 
the Target Agent screen (see next page). 

• You will notice that the status bar is red.  This is because the 
configuration we have created in the Transport Stream Manager is not 
the same as is currently loaded in the IPE.  

• The IPE status line is color coded as follows:
– Red: Transport Stream Manager configuration does not match the 

present IPE configuration
– Yellow: The recently applied configuration was not successfully 

applied to the IPEapplied to the IPE
– Green: The Transport Stream Manager configuration matches the 

configuration presently stored in the IPE.
• Therefore to apply our configuration, highlight the IP status bar, right 
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Configuring Your IPE – Applying the Config

Notes:
• For multiple IPE’s 

(not shown here), the 
configuration can be 
applied to all IPE’s 
“Apply Configuration 
to All” or toto All , or to 
individual IPE’s 
“Apply 
Configuration”.  

• IPE Configurations g
may be retrieved into 
TS Manager main 
pane with “Get 
Configuration”
A P i• A Previous 
configurations may 
be applied to 
individual IPE’s with 
“Re-Apply Previous 
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Configuring Your IPE – Applying the Config

• The Transport 
StStream 
Configuration will 
now be send to the 
IPE.  A successful 

l ill bapply will be 
indicated by the 
status bar turning 
Green.
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Configuring Your IPE – IPE Control Panel

• Now that we have our IPE configured through the Transport Stream Manager, we can view the traffic statistics using 
the IPE Control Panel.

• On the desktop double click the IPE Control Panel

• To view the traffic flowing through the IPE, 
we will need to choose which PID, IP or MAC
to view.  To do this we will need to select 
the Add/Remove Button

IPE Control
Panel.exe

the Add/Remove Button….
• Notes:

– Notice at the bottom of the screen is 
status bar indicating the current 
aggregate multiplexer throughput.  
In this case we have 1 Mbps of p
traffic flowing on PID 1001. 

– The IPE-4 Status panel gives the operator
a snapshot of the IPE configuration state

– The “Configure” button will enable us to 
Configure IPE-4 (as it is highlighted).  
This includes selecting the TransportThis includes selecting the Transport
Stream (we will not have to do this as
TS 1 is already active), enabling the RIP
settings and setting the fail-over options.

– The “Version” button provides a summary 
of the software and firmware versions on 
IPE 4 ( i i hi hli h d)
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IPE-4 (as it is highlighted)
– The “Details” button provides the Operator

with error indications for IPE-4 (as it is
highlighted)
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Configuring Your IPE – IPE Control Panel

• Here we have chosen to view PID’s 1001 and 1002.  
N t• Notes:

– We could also have 
selected the destination
IP addresses or 
Receiver DVB MAC’sReceiver DVB MAC s.

– Up to 10 items may
be selected.
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Configuring Your IPE – IPE Control Panel

• The traffic is then displayed in graphical form for the selected PID’s 1001 and 1002 
N t• Notes:

– There is no traffic being
sent to PIE 1002

– The color of the traffic bars
is defined by selectingis defined by selecting 
the Legend Button
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Configuring Your IPE – IPE Control Panel

• By selecting the Display Mode: to be Tabular (instead of Graphical) the same traffic is displayed in a 
tabular formtabular form…

• Notes:
– The traffic history of any

selected PID MAC or IPselected PID, MAC or IP
address may also be 
displayed by selecting 
the history button.
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Configuring your IPE – ASI Input

• In this next section we will look at 
configuring an ASI input stream.  This 
section is only applicable to IPE’s thatsection is only applicable to IPE s that 
have been ordered with the optional ASI 
input.  

• To add a Remux channel, we must add a 
Remux Traffic Profile.  Therefore highlight 
TS 1 and right click the mouse to bring up 
th b S l t “Add N T ffithe sub menu.  Select “Add New Traffic 
Profile…”

• This will bring up the Traffic Profile 
Properties Screen. From the Type: dropProperties Screen.  From the Type: drop 
down menu, select “Remux Channel”. 

• Fill out the following parameters:
– Description: “Remux 1”
– Minimum Bitrate (Bps): 2,000,000

• Select OK to add the Traffic Profile to the• Select OK to add the Traffic Profile to the 
TS Manager Configuration Screen

• Notes:
– In the Target Agents pane of the 

Transport Stream Manager, the 
status for our IPE (IPE-4) has now
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Configuring your IPE – ASI Input

• The IPE supports PID re-mapping for incoming 
PID’s.  To configure this, highlight the newly 
created “Remux 1” Traffic Profile.  

• Right click to bring up the sub menu and select 
“Add New PID..”

• This will bring up the Remux PID Properties 
screen.  Enter the following parameters:

– Source PID: represents an incoming PID 
th t i h t t diff tthat you wish to map to a different 
outgoing PID.  Here we have defined the 
source PID as “333”

– PID Number: Is the PID that you wish to 
map the incoming PID to.  Here we have 
used “4001”

– Description: “Remux PID Remap 1”
• Notes:

– Again the relevant Traffic Profile 
information is displayed in the right-hand 
pane.
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– Since you are remapping an existing PID, 
you do not have to define the route 
associated with this PID.
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Configuring your IPE – ASI Input

• Generally when an ASI stream is 
multiplexed into the IPE, the SI table 
information is also passed along with theinformation is also passed along with the 
stream.  The IPE will automatically re-
create the necessary SI Table information 
based on the incoming and outgoing 
streams. This function is enabled through 
the addition of an SI Traffic Profile.
T dd SI T ffi P fil hi hli ht TS• To add an SI Traffic Profile, highlight TS 
1 and right click the mouse to bring up 
the sub menu.  Select “Add New Traffic 
Profile…”

• From the Type: drop down menu, select 
“SI Tables”. 

• Fill out the following parameters:
– Description: “SI 1”
– Minimum Interval: “1000”. This willMinimum Interval: 1000 .  This will 

carrousel the SI tables out every 
second

– Guaranteed Bitrate (Bps): 100,000.  
This guarantees the SI table bitrate 
to be at least 100 Kbps.
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• Select OK to add the Traffic Profile to the 
TS Manager Configuration Screen
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Configuring your IPE – ASI Input

• We have now configured our IPE to 
t k i ASI t PIDtake in an ASI stream, remap PID 
333 to 4001 and turned on the 
automatic SI table generation.

• Our Transport Stream Configuration 
Manager now looks like this (where 
we have exploded the hierarchy to 
show our full configuration….

Novra Proprietary Information
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Configuring your IPE – ASI Input

• Once Again, we must apply 
this configuration to our IPE.

• Highlight our IPE in the Target 
A f h TAgents pane of the Transport 
Stream Manager and right 
click to bring up the sub 
menu.  (notice the status line 
i d b his red because we have 
changed the IPE configuration 
in the Transport Stream 
Manager without applying it). 
S l t “A l C fi ti tSelect “Apply Configuration to 
All”

• The status line for our IPE 
should now be highlighted 
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Green.                                
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Configuring your IPE – IPE Control Panel

• We can again return to the IPE Control Panel by double clicking the IPE Control Panel Icon
• To view the added traffic statistics, select the Add/Remove Button from the Control Panel 

( IPE 4 i l t d)
IPE Control
Panel.exe

(ensure IPE-4 is selected).
• This will bring up a fuller 

list of available PID’s, 
MAC’s and IP Addresses 
in the Configure Poll List.  
In addition to our Data PID’s, 
we now have a full 
complement of SI table 
PID’s and our input ASI PID

• Remove PID 1002, and 
ADD the following PID’s:

– 0 (SI Table PAT)
– 16 (SI Table NIT)
– 32 (SI Table PMT)

333 (ASI I t PID)– 333 (ASI Input PID)
– 4001 (Mapped ASI 

Input PID)
• Click OK
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Configuring your IPE – IPE Control Panel

• We now see the traffic 
fl i th hflowing through our 
selected PID’s (the SI table 
PID’s are to small to see 
graphically, but are visible 

d ionce zoomed in upon 
(Zoom: - 1:1 +)

• Also, below the Multiplexer 
Usage, we see a summary 
of the input PID.  A 1 Mbps 
data stream is being 
received on PID 333.

• PID 333 maps to output p p
PID 4001 (at the same 
bitrate)

• And output PID 1001 is still 
running at 1 Mbps.
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running at 1 Mbps.
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Configuring your IPE

• Excellent, we have now successfully configured data and ASI traffic to run through our IP 
E l t Oth l ft d S i ( h O t i ti D t ) h bEncapsulator.  Other less-often used Services (such as Opportunistic Data) have been 
left for the operator to explore using the Operators Manual.

• One final note, if you are having problems 
configuring the IPE, don’t forget to check 
the Details button in the IPE Control Panel.

• For example, here we have set the Mux rate
beyond the licensed value for the IPE.  
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Configuring your IPE

Thank you fromThank you from….
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